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  ABSTRACT 
Not only India but also the whole is suffering severely due to the ongoing COVID-19 

Pandemic. The law in a country needs to be strong when it comes to the dealing with a 

virus which cannot be seen through a naked eye. For the said reason, lockdown was 

imposed, people were asked to wear masks, wash their hands regularly etc. The laws made 

by the government implemented all the said rules. So it comes to the law of the country to 

protect in and out of court proceedings in the country. One such out of court proceedings 

is Arbitration which stands greatly influenced by the pandemic. 

Some of the changes that were brought in due to the pandemic are online proceedings, 

delay in such proceedings due to health reasons or connectivity issue etc. This article prima 

facie lists all such issues which are coming forward in the arbitration arena during the 

time of Pandemic. It further focuses on the possible ways to deal with the challenges that 

are arising in the field of Arbitration. The way forward is a crucial aspect that needs 

attention, the possibility of online proceedings happening in the future has increased 

manifolds.  

The pandemic has shown humanity a way by which every activity which at one time 

required the presence the parties now can be done online or even without such presence 

been mandatory. This brings us to the last aspect of the article; this part will cover the 

negative as well as positive aspects of pandemic that can be witnessed in Arbitral 

Proceedings.  

Keywords:  India, Arbitration, Online Proceedings, Pandemic. 

 

I. DEFINITION 
“Justice delayed is justice denied” this phrase holds more significance in the field of law than 

any other could. The situation of Courts of Law in the country is not hidden from the eyes of 

the general public and during these times of the Pandemic, the situation has become worse. It 

is therefore important to preserve the other modes which can be taken up to provide people 

with justice as the proceedings of the courts are very complex and only urgent cases can be 
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2 Author is a student at PSIT, College of Law, India. 
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dealt with, the other methods known as Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADRs) or out of court 

settlement becomes an important aspect as a method to provide justice. However, even these 

methods such as arbitration, mediation, conciliation, and negotiation are severely affected by 

the Covid-19 situation.  

This article will focus on the impact of Covid-19 on Arbitration Proceedings. Talks about 

challenges faced during E- Arbitration proceeding and the measures and guidelines adopted by 

various Arbitral organizations and institutions to alleviate the situation and ensure delivery of 

Justice.  

II. COVID 19 AND ARBITRATION- ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 
The impact of the pandemic regarding arbitration has been both positive and negative. 

Arbitration has become a desirable mode of dispute resolution because of the flexibility and 

versatility of the working of an arbitral tribunal. The popularity of arbitration and people’s 

knowledge of the same is growing. After COVID-19 unleashed havoc, the courts shifted their 

functioning to the online medium. Similarly, the Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) 

Mechanisms also had seen a huge transformation that gave birth to e-ADR or ODR (Online 

Dispute Resolution). Though ODR might benefit the public in various aspects, the 

shortcomings of ODR cannot be neglected.  

Thinking about arbitral procedures, the pandemic circumstance influences both mediation 

applications, forthcoming discretions, and grants. Moreover, the present circumstance 

additionally creates new questions that will be settled through intervention. Impacts of COVID-

19 on mediation happen differently, going from expanded utilization of virtual hearings and 

online record sharing for forthcoming assertions, online applications, and reports just 

interventions for current applications. 

One of the principal shortcomings of the ODR is access to the internet. Though after the arrival 

of 4G, the net pack became easily affordable, its connectivity is still lacking in various regions 

of India. Due to such a vast area and population of India, the data providers are still striving to 

provide speedy connections by setting up the towers. Further, the QS Report states that internet 

connectivity in India is too low and patchy. Thus, it makes it impossible for a poor person who 

does not have sufficient means such as a smartphone, mobile data pack, etc., and resides in a 

remote area to exploit the method of ODR. 

The major drawback which any proceeding can draw would be the aspect of using online modes 

or Video Conferencing as a medium to deal with the steps of the proceedings. Many times it is 

very difficult for the advocates who are working face to face to go and work via online mode. 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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Some advocates work on their instincts and the way they deal with the evidence face to face is 

usually not possible via online modes. Further, it would be very difficult to understand the 

authenticity of a witness when he is sitting at a place that may be far from where the arbitrator 

is sitting3. There also might be privacy/confidentiality issues that may arise, while the 

proceedings are conducted through an online mode. 

Another major aspect that may be hampered by the imposition of the pandemic is that majority 

of arbitration proceedings are court-ordered and regulated. To extend the period of arbitration, 

to get interim reliefs and for various other purposes, the interruption of an appropriate court is 

required. This step cannot be taken up without unnecessary delays as the courts are working 

based on urgency. 

The post-award situation can also be chaotic, after the arbitrator passes an award it is really 

difficult to challenge the same before the court of law as there will be various procedural 

problems that are not easily solved via online mode4.  

The arbitral tribunal faces many challenges with every step they take up, with flexible modes 

and the tribunal’s adaptability all these problems can be solved. The courts need to emphasize 

the need for arbitration during these times and also need to assist the tribunals as much as they 

can.  

III. POSITIVE EFFECTS OF THE PANDEMIC ON ARBITRATION 
It is quite certain that any novel technological intercession in a subsisting system will inevitably 

bother the affected people initially for it takes them way past their consolation zones. However, 

with time, now no longer simplest do they alter to it, however, such development additionally 

begins to reap flawlessness5. The case is similar to e-arbitration. The belief of ‘get admission 

to justice has been subjected to an unparalleled unprecedented challenge. Considering the 

difficult circumstances of the pandemic and absence of physical courts, arbitral institutions are 

harnessing technology to make sure that justice to people is not encumbered and thus, Online 

Dispute Resolution or E-Arbitration is fast gaining significance in India6.   

 
3 Alok Jain & Dhruv Jain, Arbitration in the time of COVID-19, Bar and Bench, 

https://www.barandbench.com/amp/story/columns/arbitration-in-the-time-of-covid-19 
4 Covid-19 and E-Arbitrations: An India Perspective, ASK Partners, 

https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=40e5193a-22d0-411c-97e7-222dc434c285 
5Kumar Vaibhav, Law Offices of Kumar Vaibhav, Ranchi, Access to justice during the Covid-19 pandemic: an 

Indian perspective, INTERNATIONAL BAR ASSOCIALTION, https://www.ibanet.org/article/f1a1e3a6-675f-

455b-b190-038306399cbb.  

6 Shalaka Patil, Surya Sambyal, Virtual platforms for ODR: Unmasking the new normal, BAR AND BENCH, 

barandbench.com/columns/virtual-platforms-for-odr-unmasking-the-new-normal.     
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This crisis has compelled people, especially businesses and their legal representatives to 

consider other options for renegotiating the contract, resolving their conflicts, enforcement of 

contractual terms, etc. They are looking for alternatives that are expeditious, efficient, and cost-

effective and this need has worked in favor of online dispute resolution. People are inclining 

more towards arbitration which is impelling the arbitral institutions to adopt enhanced 

technology and make their mechanism better for e-functioning. This is eventually ensuring the 

path of advancement of e-arbitration. It is worth mentioning here that “The ICC Guidance Note 

on Possible Measures Aimed at Mitigating the Effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic7 lets in the 

tribunals, in suitable situations, to undertake one of a kind techniques as they exercise their 

authority to set up tactics appropriate to the unique situations of every arbitration and fulfil [s] 

their overriding responsibility to behaviour the arbitration expeditiously and cost-effectively”8. 

In Capic v. Ford Motor Co. Australia Ltd.9, the Australian Court held that there may be some 

unwanted part of virtual proceedings but that does not mean that the entire trial is unfair.  

IV. REGULATIONS FOR ARBITRATION POST COVID- 19 
All those adjustments require the arbitration network, along with events, counsels, arbitral 

establishments, and arbitrators to conform hastily to the truth to keep for a medium or a 

protracted period. The arbitration network performs a vital function to limit and possibly even 

keep away from such disruption and issue with the aid of using considerate use of case-control 

gear which might be both already available. The maximum vital function of the network right 

here is to make sure that lawsuits keep on a just, speedy, and cost-powerful basis. The COVID-

19 pervasive places stress on the arbitration network to discover progressive approaches afore 

to contain more benefits, via greater use of online dispute decisions or digital hearings. 

If controlled successfully, with the assist of technological tendencies and the internet, 

pandemics have to now no longer always postpone packages, hearings, file layout, tribunals' 

contemplation, or their education of draft awards, as a lot of these sports may be performed 

isolated. Additionally, apart from entirely bad consequences, this incredible state of affairs may 

also have a few superb consequences on lawsuits forcing the arbitration network, especially 

arbitral establishments, to conform converting global and the want for dispute decision 

 
7 ICC Guidance Note on Possible Measures Aimed at mitigating the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, https://iccwbo.org/publication/icc-guidance-note-on-

possible-measures-aimed-at-mitigating-the-effects-of-the-covid-19-pandemic/ 
8 Kun Fan, The impact of Covid-19 on the administration of justice, KLUWER ARBITRATION BLOG, 

http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2020/07/10/the-impact-of-covid-19-on-the-administration-of-

justice/.  
9Capic v. Ford Motor Co. Australia Ltd., [2020] FCA 486. 
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mechanisms primarily based totally on technological tendencies. 

V. GUIDELINES AND ESTIMATES WERE TAKEN BY ARBITRAL INSTITUTIONS AMID 

THE PANDEMIC 
Arbitral establishments offer tips and notes to events, counsel, and panels on feasible action 

that can be taken into consideration to alleviate the unfavourable consequences of the COVID-

19 rampant. On April 9, 2020, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has posted 

steering be aware on "Probable Measures Aimed at Mitigating the Effects of the COVID-19 

Epidemic"; exercised as a manual to events and tribunals via ICC arbitrations on actions 

focused toward alleviating the consequences of the COVID-19 epidemic and persevering with 

to development-forthcoming arbitrations10. Protocols propound with the aid of using ICC 

cognizance on principal effect; the feasible prevention of COVID-19 associated delays and the 

agency of digital hearings11. In addition, ICC continuously organizes online conferences and 

presents statistics approximately the operation of the arbitration throughout the epidemic 

process; those conferences additionally permit the arbitral network to percentage and alternate 

thoughts intending to undoubtedly devastate the progress of arbitral lawsuits. 

The London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) additionally carries out to make sure 

that the arbitration lawsuits continue effortlessly. LCIA showed that, even though they count 

on to stay functional via this state of affairs, subsist with matters, customary, they have got 

asked that each one in addition interactions is executed online or on the phone. LCIA 

implemented preventive action to keep providers even protecting the welfare of personnel and 

the arbitration network. In its "Guidance Note for Arbitrators", the LCIA recognizes that it 

could be suitable for hearings to be taken place with the aid of using a phone or with the aid of 

using videoconference instead of in person12. LCIA additionally posted a "Service Update" 

instruct the personnel and network approximately the events, hearings, cases, and 

awards. Besides, the Institution presents normal updates via its internet site to tell the network 

approximately to this point adjustments and regulations. 

Additional establishments just like the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of 

Commerce (SCC) and Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC) additionally offer 

 
10 Emmanuel Gaillard, Savage John, Fouchard Gaillard Goldman on International Commercial Arbitration 

(Kluwer 1999). 
11 F. Imbert and E. Huang, 'Dow Falls 350 Points Friday to Cap the Worst Week for Wall Street since the Financial 

Crisis', (https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/27/dow-futures-fall-100-points-after-another-massive-rout-amid-

coronavirus-fears.html) 
12 J Hong and J H Hwang, 'Safeguarding the Future of Arbitration: Seoul Protocol Tackles the Risks of 

Videoconferencing' (Kluwer Arbitration Blog) 
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tips to make sure linkage of lawsuits with none postponed throughout the COVID-19 era. 

President of Court of Arbitration of SIAC, Gary Born, has posted a be aware for practitioners 

and arbitrators mentioning that SIAC maintains to offer undisturbed management of global 

arbitrations. He additionally highlighted that green and powerful case-control stays the concern 

of the Institution and SIAC is functional along with the SIAC Court of Arbitration and the 

Secretariat13. , SIAC Moreover, it presents successive updates on COVID-19 protocols. SCC 

additionally constantly briefs the arbitration network referring to the techniques and protocols 

throughout COVID-19 via notes on its internet site14. These notes consist of statistics 

approximately operations on the SCC, checklists for online techniques, events, and seminars 

International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) launched a note via the 

Centre's internet site. The Centre expressed the state of affairs along with COVID-19 carry one 

advancing hastily and the prosperity of ICSID personnel, simply as all individuals in ICSID 

cases, remains the maximum excessive want. Albeit the ICSID Secretariat is constructive from 

a ways off work-stations and making plans with Tribunals and gatherings to restriction 

interruption to cases, ICSID reminded customers that advance needs for mediation or post-

furnish packages are probably documented electronically because it had been. ICSID likewise 

entreated gatherings and Tribunals to perform the electronic-simply recording of composed 

pleadings. 

Additionally, coordinated efforts among diverse foundations are likewise arising, for example, 

the development of the International Arbitration Centre Alliance ("IACA"), cooperation of 

bodily, specialized, and proficient assets, planning to kill the distance, time-region, and 

different difficulties related time-region, and extraordinary problems associated with the 

worldwide hearings throughout out of the ordinary occasions. Also, a common assertion on 

discretion and COVID-19 grant by thirteen mediation foundations. 15 The common Statement 

requests arbitral councils and gatherings to relieve the impacts from any hindrances to the 

biggest degree conceivable during the time of guaranteeing the reasonableness and productivity 

of arbitral procedures. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The point of online assertion procedures ought to be to hold hearings as effectively and safely 

 
13 Julian D. M. Lew, Loukas Mistelis and Stefan M. Kröll, Comparative International Commercial Arbitration 

(Kluwer 2003). 
14 The COVID-19 crisis and investment arbitration: A reflection from the developing countries. Kluwer 

Arbitration Blog. https://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2020/04/21/the-covid-19-crisis-and-investment-

arbitration-a-reflection-from-the-developing-countries/ 
15Maxi Scherer, 'Remote Hearings in International Arbitration - and What Voltaire Has to Do with It? 
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as conceivable to get the closures of equity. Thinking about every one of these notes and rules, 

it very well may be presumed that during COVID-multiple time arbitral organizations centre 

around online assets to guarantee that procedures progress forward on a reasonable, speedy, 

and savvy premise. This shows the significance of innovation and mechanical improvements 

on discretion. Establishments need to adjust to these progressions quickly and become 

innovation cordial; the present circumstance can be an opportunity for them to complete all the 

consistent interactions to end, Justice will not be postponed if every one of the organizations 

cooperates and the procedural obstructions are taken out from the procedures. It is likewise 

critical to remember that the centre standards of Arbitration i.e., self-rule, assent, reasonable 

treatment, classification, and so on ought to stay unblemished even in virtual procedures. It is 

basic because the procedure finished in recognition and congruity with these standards helps 

up the certainty of individuals in the sacredness of the establishment.  

There is no rejecting that directing a whole mediation continuing practically is fundamentally 

troublesome and the best test is an information security and this has brought about an arising 

agreement to coordinate the utilization of innovation in online discretion rehearses. Also, 

subsequently, the emphasis ought to be on the selection of new strategies so organizations 

ought not to be troubled by unsettled debates because of the failure of gatherings to meet 

genuinely to resolve disputes. 

***** 
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